
JB Laser is a custom coatings shop with
laser cutting services in Boise, Idaho. 

JB Laser produces a long-lasting,
durable powder coating. To ensure that
the high-quality powder adheres to the
surface, they start by sandblasting items,
using Garnet abrasive, in a blast room.
Garnet media leaves no embedment and
creates the cleanest surface, giving a
smooth, even finish compared to other
abrasives. Once blasted, these items are
ready to be powder coated. 

JB Laser tested the SnakeBite Flex,
hoping to reduce the amount of noise
pollution throughout their facility during
blasting. 
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The SnakeBite Flex provided dramatic results. The
noise reduction helped communication within the
shop, while also increasing blasting efficiency.
Before the trial, the team at JB Laser did not
understand the impact that noise had on the day-
to-day. After switching to SnakeBite, they can now
communicate effectively while blasting; an
extrodinary difference. 

SnakeBite's design gives a larger blasting pattern
through a more consistent laminar flow of abrasive
particles through the nozzle. This design has
improved the blasting speed by 50%. 

SOLUTIONS

OBJECTIVES

JB Laser approached BlastOne, hoping to
reduce the noise in their blast room and
throughout the facility. They mainly wanted to
improve communication between teams,
without diminishing productivity.  
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"The Snake Bite tip is a great product! We look forward

to using the crap out of this new tip. LOL!!" 

Troy C. Leiby, Project Manager



RESULTS

"Our experience with the new Snakebite Flex tip from Blast One has been outstanding.

Our first impression was disbelief. We didn’t expect or believe something as simple as this tip

could drastically improve our operation. Within the first few minutes of testing, we quickly

realized that our first impression was wrong.

The immediate improvements were not only seen, but we felt it and could hear it, too.

Firstly, outside of the blast room, we could have a conversation while blasting was taking place.

Something we have never been able to say. The noise is drastically quieter than any other

blasting tip we have ever used.

It’s helped shop communication almost as much as it has helped with blasting efficiency.

When it comes to efficiency this Snake Bite Flex tip excels. The surface area, defined blast

pattern, and media flow are by far the best part of this tip. We saw at a minimum, a 50%

improvement in speed and blasting capabilities. Not just for speedy blasting but an overall

smoother and more consistent profile too. The media coming out of the tip was much more

consistent and thus allowed for a smoother and more ideal finish post blasting. 

When it comes to flexibility and movability the tip is no better or no worse than what we have

used in the past. It was just as easy to get into tight areas or small openings with the Snake Bite

tip. (cont.)
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NOISE REDUCTION BLAST EASILY IN 
TIGHT SPACE

DIMINISH OPERATOR
FATIGUE

Lastly, we found that the consistent flow with the venturi effect of this tip helps our blaster

handle the load longer. It’s not so hard on the muscles of our blaster. It’s improved his ability to

maintain blasting without getting tired as quickly.

I want to personally thank the Blast One team for letting us try out this new product. It has

drastically changed the way we operate our blasting and without a doubt, improved multiple

areas of our operation because of that."

Nick Bowcutt, Powder Coating Operations Manager

RESULTS (CONT.) 
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SnakeBite XQ reduced
noise levels  by 17dBA for
Hitachi. That's equivalent
to more than 75% quieter
than standard nozzles
and the typical high
pitched screech is now
gone. 

Measuring 10 inches long
(25 cm) including the
silencer, the SnakeBite
Flex is ideally suited for
hard-to-reach nooks and
crannies. 

The unique design of
nozzle and silencer
reduces operator fatigue
by up to 45%. Operators
can better maneuver the
nozzle and will be less
fatigued over the shift.
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